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Chapter 4 

Deep inelastic charm 
production 

Neutrino physics is largely an art of learning a 
great deal by observing nothing. 
Hairn Harari [72] 

In this chapter the procedure for analyzing charm events produced in 

charged-current (CC) deep inelastic scattering (DIS) is described and the re

sults are reported. First an introduction is given about the classification and 

signature of neutrino events in the CHORUS detector. Then the general proce

dure for the analysis chain of charm events found in the emulsion is described. 

In order to extract physics results it is necessary to model and understand the 

data in a Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation. The outcome of the comparison of MC 

simulation and data is shown and the description of the selection criteria for 

charm events is presented. 

The observed event sample is summarized in terms of event topologies and 

kinematics. Furthermore, the charm production cross section, the charm quark 

mass, charm fragmentation, the strange sea component and the weak mixing 

angle VC(j are extracted. 

4.1 Analysis procedure 

4.1.1 Classification of neutr ino events 

In CHORUS the recorded neutrino events are classified according to the num

ber of muons seen in the spectrometer. In Figure 4.1 examples of zero muon 

(0/x) (a), one muon (1/i) (b) and dimuon (2/z) (c) events in the detector are 
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Figure 4.1: Examples of zero, one and two muon events in the CHORUS detector 
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(a) 

Figure 4.2: A typical neutrino interaction in emulsion (a), and the result of a 
general tracking algorithm (b). 

displayed. Neutrino interactions identified in the emulsion can be examined 

near the primary vertex down to micrometer level. A typical neutrino event 

in a single emulsion layer perpendicular to the neutrino beam is shown in Fig

ure 4.2a. The clearly visible black tracks are mainly heavily ionizing fragments 

from nuclear breakup in the interaction emitted at large scattering angles. The 

particles resulting directly from the partonic neutrino interaction are usually 

minimum ionizing, and produced in the forward direction. Since Figure 4.2a 

is only a two dimensional thin emulsion slice, particles going into the forward 

direction manifest themselves in this projection only in single spots; thus they 

are not recognizable as tracks in this figure. To visualize those tracks, a series 

of parallel emulsion layers allowing recording in a third dimension is needed. 

An outcome of such a three dimensional reconstruction {general tracking) is 

displayed in Figure 4.2b. 

4.1.2 Correcting the da ta 

To locate a neutrino interaction and - in particular - a charmed particle decay 

in the emulsion, several analysis steps have to be made. If a neutrino has 

interacted in the emulsion the event is expected to also have triggered the data 

aquisition, and to have been reconstructed from the electronic detector data. 
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Figure 4.3: Flow diagram visualizing the gradual steps in the analysis of a 
complete physics sample of charm events. 

The reconstructed particle trajectories followed backwards predict tracks in the 

emulsion. The automatic microscopes have to locate and trace these tracks 

further backwards in the emulsion, from plate to plate until a primary vertex is 

found. Only then the emulsion plate and coordinates of the vertex position are 

known so that an operator (scanner) can examine such an event in detail. 

In every step of the above procedure losses and smearing occur. These 

depend often on instrumental (and indirectly on kinematical) characteristics. 

They have to be taken into account, before an original 'physics true' distribution 

can be quantitatively associated with the corresponding measured distribution. 

Conversely, we want to design a procedure that - given a measured distribution 

- allows to reconstruct as closely as possible the corresponding 'physics true' 

distribution. For this purpose, we first describe in the following the flow dia

gram from a simulated 'physics truth' towards the final distribution of measured 

events (Figure 4.3) in more detail. 

• De tec to r recons t ruc t ion acceptance ARec 

Neutrino events are triggered in the detector and reconstructed with a cer

tain kinematic acceptance probability (short: acceptance) and (in)efficiency 

(e.g. due to dead time, misalignment, etc.). Similarly, it has to be taken 
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into account that also in the analysis, e.g. by selecting explicitly a kine

matic region, the acceptance is affected. The trigger, reconstruction and 

explicit kinematic selection together are taken care of in ARec(k), where 

k stands for all kinematic variables. It is evaluated by using a MC simu

lation. Applying our current kinematic selections e.g. for dimuon charm 

events, ARec amounts to typically 30%, when integrated over the kine

matic variables. 

• Automatic scanning efficiency AAS 

Once a measured event from the electronic detector has been reconstructed, 

the track exit points on the emulsion stack are predicted. An automatic 

microscope scanning system locates the predicted tracks, and follows them 

upstream through the emulsion plates until the primary vertex is found. 

Tracks and vertices can get lost due to wrong or inaccurate track predic

tions, as well as due to inefficiencies of the emulsion and/or of the scanning 

system. 

The vertex location efficiency of the automatic scanning process (AAS(k)) 

is evaluated from the analysis of a data sample composed of 2p events gen

erated from charmed particle decays and pions decaying in flight showing 

an identical signature in the electronic detector. 

In this sample 763 2\i events have been located in the emulsion with re

spect to an original sample of 2256 preselected 2(i events in the detector. 

The scanning efficiency AAS integrated over the kinematic dependence is 

therefore 34%. 

Unfortunately, the large number of 1/j, events scanned for the oscillation 

search could not be used for determining AAS due to a 30 GeV upper 

momentum cut that was applied on the Iß predictions. Such a cut is 

unacceptable for our work. 

• Manual scanning efficiency AM 

In the search for charm events, the located 2ß events are examined man

ually for decay topologies. Here, for a given event topology the optical 

system and the human eye introduce an additional acceptance limitation. 

This function (AMS (k)) has been estimated by a MC simulation and veri

fied by a cross check with the charm events found in the data. Taking into 

account the limited focal depth of the microscopes and the grain density 

inside the emulsion, a shortest visible flightlength of 10 fim is expected 
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Figure 4.4: Measured decay angle versus track angle (see text). 

and assumed in the estimate. 

Furthermore, in principle it is expected that inside the emulsion, the small

est visible decay angle increases with the track angle (polar angle with re

spect to the X-axis). This effect occurs because of the particular emulsion 

plate orientation with respect to the microscope optics. 

It has been found that the (presumed) smallest visible decay angle as a 

function of the track angle depicted in Figure 4.4 is in good agreement 

with the observed decays and with our MC studies. The flat behaviour 

in the range 0 < 9 < 100 mrad follows from the limited accuracy of 

the manually measured angles (see Figure 3.14). The linear trend towards 

zero as described in the CHORUS proposal (see Figure 4.4) may thus be 

too optimistic for our present data set. 

For part of the data, additional selection criteria have been applied in 

order to decrease the manual scanning load. For 1996-1997 data, candidate 

events have only been scanned manually, if a) the ß+ and the /i~ stop in 

different emulsion plates, or b) fi+ and / i " stop in the same plate but have 

a minimum distance of more than 5 ßm. These criteria have been included 
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in the MC simulation and AMS integrated over kinematics is estimated to 

be typically 82%. 

In the following sections distributions of various kinematic variables are stud

ied. The observed distributions can be corrected for the kinematic acceptances, 

cuts and (deduced or estimated) inefficiencies to obtain the corresponding 'true' 

distributions 

i W * 0 = ̂ §f*> (4-1) 

where N0bs(kj) is the observed distribution and A(kj) the acceptance, both as 

a function of the kinematic variable kj and integrated over all other kinematic 

variables. For charm events, the acceptance function is 

A(kj) = ARec{kj) AAS(kj) AMS{kj). (4.2) 

In the determination of the charm production cross section described in section 

4.2.3 we normalize with respect to the cross section for the CC event sample. 

However, this CC event sample and the charm sample cannot be compared 

on the 'emulsion level' without introducing additional biases, because of the 

unfortunate upper muon momentum cut in the CC sample. Therefore, the 

corresponding 'true' distributions of CC events observed and reconstructed in 

the detector are used for the normalization. The 'true' CC data distributions 

are obtained from the observed distributions according to Equation 4.1 with the 

acceptance function 

A(kj)=ARec(kj). (4.3) 

In summary, the corrections are evaluated by MC simulations and - where 

possible - by data, taking into account all relevant hardware and software as

pects. To get confidence in this procedure, in the following section the physics 

input coming from CC event generators is compared—as a consistency check— 

with the deduced 'true' experimental distributions. 

4.1.3 Event generation and detector response 

For the various topics studied in this thesis, different MC generators have 

been used. For simulating deep inelastic neutrino interactions, the standard 

CHORUS event generator JETTA [73] has been employed. It is based on the 

LEPTO [74] package to simulate i/ß and vT CC interactions, and JETSET [32] 
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for hadronization and decays. The structure functions are parameterized ac

cording to GRV94LO [75]. In the JETTA generator heavy quark effects are not 

implemented (see slow rescaling model Equation 2.8). 

For extracting physics parameters of charmed hadron production, a new 

fast and flexible simulation has been developed, based on the event generator 

MICKEY used for the structure function analysis in the CHORUS calorime

ter [44], This simulation uses also the GRV94LO structure function set and 

includes heavy quark effects according to the slow rescaling model. The Peter

son model (see Equation 2.13) is implemented for the charm fragmentation and 

particle decays are realized with the JETSET package. For the search of diffrac-

tively produced charmed mesons, a new event generator (ASTRA) has been 

written. The output of the generators has been interfaced to the GEANT [76] 

based CHORUS detector simulation EFICASS including all details of the de

tector and providing the appropriate detector response for the MC-generated 

events. 

In the following, some CC distributions obtained with the deep inelastic 

MC generators are compared with the 'true' data obtained with the correction 

procedure described in the previous subsection. A kinematic region that is 

dominated by deep inelastic production is selected. The selection criteria for the 

data versus MC comparison are v > 2.3 GeV, Q2 > 5 GeV2 and W2 > 2 GeV2. 

In Figure 4.5 the one-dimensional projections for the neutrino energy Ev 

(a), the momentum of the negatively charged muon pß- (b), the Bjorken x 

(c), the inelasticity y (d), the square of the transferred four-momentum Q2 

(e) and the square of the invariant mass of the hadronic final state W2 are 

displayed. The data (1994 - 1995) have been corrected according to Equation 4.1 

for instrumental acceptances and inefficiencies and they are compared with the 

JETTA MC (squares) and MICKEY MC (triangles) simulations. The data and 

MC distributions are normalized to the same number of entries. 

For the Ev (Figure 4.5a) distribution, data and MC clearly reproduce the 

shoulder of high energy (>70 GeV) neutrinos that originates mainly from the 

kaon contribution in the CERN primary meson beam. The two MC simulations 

agree with each other, however they deviate from the data points in the low part 

of the spectrum 120 < Ev < 160 GeV. This deviation can be understood in 

terms of a not fully realistic estimate of horn and reflector current in the neutrino 

beam simulation [44], of which an output sample serves as input to our physics 

MC event generation. The deviation which is minor in terms of the integrated 
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beam, anyhow largely cancels in the ratio of charm event distributions and CC 

event distributions. 

For Eß- (Figure 4.5b) both MC distributions agree with the data. Good 

agreement also exists for Bjorken x (Figure 4.5c). 

In the ^-distribution (Figure 4.5d) the MC distributions agree, except at 

y < 0.25 where the data are higher than MC, and at y > 0.9 where they are 

lower. These deviations could be avoided by applying more stringent cuts. How

ever, the systematic error originating from this deviation is small in comparison 

to the statistical error of the charm data sample. In favour of keeping more 

charm events in the sample this deviation has been accepted. 

For Q2 (Figure 4.5e) and W2 (Figure 4.5 (f)) the agreement of both gen

erators and the data is again within the error bars. 

In conclusion both simulation methods, JETTA and MICKEY, are in over

all agreement with our CC data. Hence, both generators can model the observed 

CC data including all detector effects and they can be used in the analysis of 

the charm data sample. 

4.1.4 Charm event selection 

For our study of CC deep inelastic charm production, events with two muons 

of opposite charge in the final state are preselected (see Sections 2.2 and 2.4). 

Identification and reconstruction of the /x+ and p,~ momenta in the muon spec

trometer is required. 

Furthermore, only those events are used in this analysis where the vertex 

is reconstructed in the emulsion. The emulsion plates are distributed for scan

ning over several laboratories. However, for the CHORUS Phase I analysis and 

scanning (used in our work), it is only the Nagoya University laboratory - who 

pioneered automatic scanning - that really counts in terms of scanning capacity. 

Therefore, we concentrate on events with a vertex position predicted in emulsion 

plates that have been scanned at Nagoya University. 

Using the electronic prediction, the dimuon events are scanned by auto

matic scanning systems, and after the location of the primary vertex, each event 

is examined by an operator for a charm-type decay topology. The outcome of 

this selection is our raw charm data sample. 

The CC (1/i) event sample selected for our analysis has one identified muon 

in the spectrometer with negative charge and a reconstructed vertex in the 

emulsion. The selected kinematic region is v > 2.3 GeV, Q2 > 5 GeV2 and 
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W2 > 2 GeV2. 

In Table 4.1 the year-by-year event samples with a reconstructed vertex in 

the emulsion and the events with a vertex located by the automatic scanning 

system are summarized. 

In 1995 and 1997 there are less events with a located vertex in the emulsion 

target than expected from the number of recorded CC events. The reason is 

that in 1995 a set of emulsion plates was not usable for scanning because of 

a damaged surface. The fraction of located vertices in 1997 data is smaller 

because internal scanning criteria have been changed to decrease the scanning 

load. This has been taken into account in the analysis. 

After the manual scanning, the number of found charm events also reflects 

in the year-by-year statistics of the automatically scanned and located events as 

depicted in Figure 4.6. In total a sample of 132 charm decays has been obtained. 

Year 1994 1995 1996 1997 all 
Iß events predicted in the emulsion 38014 54141 68508 80973 241636 
2ju events predicted in the emulsion 378 540 610 724 2252 

Events tried for scanning 355 371 583 662 1971 
ß+ tried for scanning 320 311 567 647 1845 

Event found on CS 211 216 422 568 1417 
Event found on SS 199 198 366 329 1092 

Vertex in bulk plate 3-36 137 123 270 233 763 

Table 4.1: Raw data event samples for our analysis. 

Charged 
72 events 

• Neutral 
60 events 

94 95 96 97 (year) 

Figure 4.6: Number of charm events found, split into neutral charm and charged 
charm decays. 
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4.2 Results 

Apart from E531, CHORUS is the only experiment where charmed particles 

can be directly observed in emulsion, both at the production and at the decay 

vertex. At the time of this analysis only a limited event sample of muonic charm 

decays was available (Phase ƒ scanning). In view of the Phase II event sample, 

being scanned presently, which includes hadronic decay channels and which is 

expected to be more than an order of magnitude larger, our analysis can serve 

as a basis for upcoming studies. In this perspective it is attempted to find an 

appropriate level of detail in presenting the results. 

4.2.1 Charm topologies 

In the observed charm decays, contributions from D°, D+, D+ and A+ are ex

pected. In the emulsion, neutral charmed particles can be distinguished from 

charged charmed particles. However, the particle type (D+, D+ or A+) can

not be identified on a single event basis.1 The type of information that 'can be 

V ^ 
^ 
V 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.7: Topology of charm events where charged particles are visible in 
the emulsion (solid lines), and neutral particles (dashed and dotted lines) are 
invisible. Neutral charmed hadrons (dashed line) can usually be identified by 
the kinematics and topology of the visible parts of the event. 

extracted from charm events in emulsion can be judged from Figure 4.7. Only 

charged particles are visible (solid lines), the neutral particles (dotted lines) 

can not be seen as tracks in the emulsion. At the primary vertex and at the 

secondary decay vertex, the number of charged particles can be counted. Fur

thermore flight lengths and angles of the charmed particles can be measured. 

'It might be possible in the Phase II analysis to reconstruct the invariant mass of the 
charmed particles with hadronic decays. 
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Figure 4.8: Corrected ('true') number of charged decay products Nprong for 
charged charm (a) and neutral charm data (b). The integral is normalized to 
unity. The data (crosses) are compared with MC (histogram). 

Figure 4.9: Corrected ('true') distribution of the charged track multiplicity 7VS 

at the primary vertex for charm data (crosses) and MC (histogram). 
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Due to charge conservation, the charged charmed particles decay into an 

odd number of charged daughter particles (p + included), whereas a neutral 

charmed particle decay involves two or four charged daughter particles. 

In Figure 4.8 the number of events in each decay category is compared with 

the MC estimate from the JETTA program. The events are corrected according 

to Equation 4.1 and hence reflect the 'true' distribution. The integrals over the 

corrected data and over the MC are normalized to unity and the error on the 

data points is statistical (also in forthcoming figures). 

In the charged charmed particle decays (Figure 4.8a) we see slightly more 1-

prong decays and less 3-prong decays than the MC results, whereas the neutral 2-

prong and 4-prong decays (Figure 4.8b) agree with the MC values. The analysis 

of the particular production ratio of neutral and charged charmed particles is 

presented in detail in Section 4.2.4. 

M + 

charged decays 
Mean = 1158 pm 

neutral decays 
Mean = 1290//m 

+++ 
ti 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 0 2000 4000 fiOOO 8000 100O0 

L(/im) L(pm) 

all decays 
Mean = 1254 pm 

2(100 4000 C0O0 8000 10000 

L(/m) 

Figure 4.10: Corrected ('true') flight length (L) distribution for data (crosses) 
and MC (histogram). 
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Figure 4.11: Azimuthal angle (<f>) between the primary muon and the charmed 
particle trajectory viewed in projection onto the transverse plane (a); distribu
tion as a function of <j> (b) for corrected ('true') data (crosses) compared with 
MC (histogram). 

An interesting observation here is that the JETTA MC modeling of the frag

mentation and jet development at a primary neutrino vertex is rather well de

scribed by the string fragmentation model. The observed multiplicity of charged 

particles Ns (number of 'shower tracks') that emerge from the primary charm 

production vertex in the forward direction is displayed in Figure 4.9. The over

all shape with a biased production of an even number of charged particles is 

reproduced in the MC distribution. For charge conservation at the primary 

vertex, the nuclear fragments have to be taken into account. However, the com

plex nuclear dynamics leading to the emission of heavy nuclear fragments is not 

modeled in the MC. 

The flight length distribution of the charm events is shown in Figure 4.10. 

While the neutral charm events agree well with MC, at short flight lengths there 

is a slight excess of the charged charm events compared with the MC estimate. 

We studied whether this excess hints at a higher A+ contribution than modeled 

in the MC simulation. However, within the limited statistics of the sample this 

could not be found in other kinematic projections. 

The azimuthal angle at the primary vertex between the primary fi~ trajec

tory and the charmed hadron trajectory, projected on the plane transverse to 
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the neutrino beam direction, is displayed in Figure 4.11. The charmed particle 

is produced preferentially in the vß - \x~ DIS CC scattering plane. This is ex

pected, because in DIS the charm quark is produced back-to-back with respect 

to the muon in the neutrino-quark CM frame. In the laboratory system this is 

reflected - with pr smearing - in coplanarity of the corresponding momenta. 

4.2.2 Charm kinematics 

To get an overview not only of the topological properties - but also the kine

matics - of the events, the 'true' distributions in terms of various kinematic 

variables are presented in this section. The data are also here corrected accord

ing to Equation 4.1 and have their integral normalized to unity. The error on 

the data points is statistical. 

Figure 4.12 shows the 'true' distributions for Eß- , Eß+, Ev and Q2, whereas 

Figure 4.13 shows them for W2, Bjorken-z, y and zß. 

The overall agreement with the MC distributions is good. In W2 there is 

perhaps an excess in the data at low W2. The ^-distribution shows for the data 

large bin-by-bin statistical fluctuations. 

The secondary muon is identified by its positive charge. As expected, it 

is usually less energetic than the primary (negatively charged) muon from the 

CC interaction. The average energy of the interacting neutrinos producing a 

charmed particle (< E=harm > = 56.4 GeV) is higher than in a CC interaction 

(< £Ç C > = 49.3 GeV), also as expected. 

In the following subsection we use the shape of distributions to extract 

certain parameters for modeling the production process of charmed particles by 

neutrinos. In particular, we use the energy distribution to extract the charm 

quark mass, the ^-distribution to get information on the strange sea component, 

and the z^-distribution to derive a fragmentation parameter. 

4.2.3 Charm cross section 

The charmed particle cross section at different neutrino energies has been a 

controversial topic for many years. Charm quark mass effects are expected to 

manifest themselves as a threshold effect in the energy distribution. The big 

advantage of the CHORUS experiment is that the charmed particles can be 

directly observed and tagged, whereas in most of the previous experiments it 

was only possible to observe the final state particles. It was neither possible 

to see the primary vertex nor the charmed particle decay giving substantial 
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Figure 4.13: Corrected ('true') event distributions for kinematic variables (a) 
W2, (b) x, (c) y and (d) zß. The data (crosses) are compared with MC (his
togram). 
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uncertainties. Furthermore, in CHORUS the charm production cross section 

can be separated into charged and neutral contributions. Until now only in 

E531 this distinction could be made. 

The charm cross section is here calculated per CC interaction. To obtain 

the 'true' distributions, both the full CC distributions and the kinematically 

corresponding charm distributions have to be corrected - separately but consis

tently - for detector and emulsion acceptances and inefficiencies. Because the 

energy dependence of the cross section is studied, we show the behaviour of the 

correction functions against the variable Ev. The CC events are corrected for 

detector effects using ARec{E„) according to Equation 4.1 (Figure 4.14a). The 

charm distributions are corrected for detector effects ARec(El/), automatic scan

ning system inefficiencies AAS{EV) and manual scanning inefficiencies AMS(E„) 

according to Equation 4.1 (Figure 4.14b-d). 

Discussion of uncertainties 

In the evaluation of the charm production cross section, several systematic errors 

shown in Table 4.2 are taken into account. 

Because of the small size of the sample of observed muonic charm decays, 

the analysis is dominated by statistical errors. An additional statistical uncer

tainty arises from the limitation to 763 dimuon events located in the emulsion. 

For the estimation of the systematic uncertainties affecting A two com

ponents have been taken into account. Uncertainties in the calibration parame

ters of the calorimeter and discrepancies in comparing MC and testbeam results 

lead to an estimated systematic error for the hadronic energy scale of 5%. Fur

thermore, the uncertainty on the muon momentum scale is estimated to be 2.5% 

[77]. 

For the estimation of the systematic uncertainty affecting AAS, we must 

be aware that the scanning is highly depending on the 'quality' of predictions. 

The scanning efficiency includes uncertainties in the scanning process itself, 

the fiducial volume, the reconstruction and the location of the events. The 

systematic error has been evaluated from results of different scanning strategies. 

On average, the systematic uncertainty in AAS is estimated (conservatively) to 

be 15%. It is by far the largest uncertainty because it enters directly into the 

charm cross section.2 It has been tried [78] to simulate the entire scanning 

2This is one of the reasons, why for the CHORUS Phase II scanning the Iß events are 
scanned without cut on the muon momentum. This results in a CC sample for the automatic 
scanning correction that is about a factor 20 larger than the currently used sample. Hence, 
this contribution to the systematic uncertainty will be reduced drastically in the future by 
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Figure 4.14: Distributions of the various correction factors as a function of Ev 

for the CC and charm samples. 
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Source of systematic uncertainty A a(charm) 
-* cr(CC) 

Hadronic energy scale (5%) 
Muon momentum scale (2.5%) 
Reconstruction and Scanning 

0.14 
0.05 
0.69 

Table 4.2: Systematic uncertainties. 

system and procedure, however, no consistent agreement with the data could 

be reached in sufficient detail. 

C h a r m cross sect ion 

After having corrected the data leading to the corresponding 'true' distribu

tions, it is possible to plot the charm production (with muonic decay) per CC 

interaction versus neutrino energy (Figure 4.15a). The overlayed histogram 

shows the expectation from MICKEY MC calculation using a charm quark mass 

mc — 1.3 GeV and muonic branching ratios (see Equations 2.17 and 2.18) ac

cording to Table 2.2. The charm yield can be split into a charged (Figure 4.15b) 

and a neutral contribution (Figure 4.15c). 

There is an overall agreement of the measured charm yield and the MC 

simulation. In the charged charm production the data overshoot the expecta

tions in the second bin, whereas there are no entries in the first bin. This can 

be understood in terms of the rather steep rise in ARec below 50 GeV (see Fig

ure 4.14b). Therefore we can assume that the observed excess is of statistical 

nature. 

Over the full energy range, the measured overall charm yield per CC inter

action results in 

&char B, 

&CC 
(4.6 ±0 .4 ±0.7) x 10" (4.4) 

Gcharged charm ' ^ ^ = (2.7 ± 0.3 ± 0.4) x lu" 3 , 
occ 

(4.5) 

aDa • BDa_ 
OCC 

(1.9 ±0 .3 ±0.3) x 10 - 3 , 

where the first error is statistical and the second systematic. 

using Phase II data . 

(4.6) 
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Figure 4.15: Corrected ('true') charmed hadron production with (semi-)muonic 
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Comparison with results from other experiments 

In Figure 4.16 the results of the cross section ratio for charmed hadron produc

tion per CC with a muonic decay as a function of neutrino energy is compared 

with results from previous experiments. Within the errors there is good agree

ment with NOMAD, CCFR and the emulsion experiment E531. The CDHS 

data tend to be slightly lower than those of the other experiments, including 

our results, particularly at low energy. 

o 14 
X 

12 

10 

# this work E531 

V NOMAD © CDHS 

H CCFR 

-E3-

A7-

200 250 300 

Ev(GeV) 

Figure 4.16: Corrected ('true') charm/CC cross section ratio (with muonic de
cay) from the present work compared with results of previous experiments. 

4.2.4 Neutra l charm versus charged charm 

Having measured the charm/CC cross section ratio including the muonic branch

ing ratio separately for charged and for neutral charm production, it is possible 

to examine the dependence of the neutral-charged ratio on the neutrino energy. 

Assuming the muonic branching ratios BDo^ß= 6.6% and 

B-£)lch_>.ß = 10.0% (see Section 2.4), we can calculate the energy dependent 

ratio of neutral and charged charm production, and the result is shown in Fig

ure 4.17. Also in this figure, the assumptions of a constant ratio (dotted line) 
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and a charged contribution increasing towards low energies [17] (solid line) are 

shown. 

There is a slight tendency in the data that at low energies the charged 

particle component is higher than at.high energies. If confirmed with higher 

statistics, this can support the hypothesis of a higher quasi-elastic Ac contri

bution [17] at low energies, although no explicit excess of events with such 

characteristics could be identified in other kinematic projections. 
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Figure 4.17: Neutral-over-charged ratio for charm production. The crosses cor
respond to the data; the dotted line represents the expectation for a flat be
haviour and the solid line (histogram) for an increased charged charm contribu
tion towards lower energies. 

Comparison with results from other experiments 

While for cross section measurements of overall neutrino-induced charm pro

duction various experiments contribute, before CHORUS experimental data for 

distinctly identified neutral and charged charm production are limited to the 

E531 emulsion experiment. Since in this experiment a full kinematic recon

struction of the hadronic charm decays could be performed, it was possible to 

identify the type of charmed particle on a single event basis. A reanalysis [17] 

gave production fractions for different charm types as shown in Figure 2.2. The 

data of Figure 2.2 are converted into the neutral-over-charged charm production 

ratio and overlayed with the CHORUS experimental results in Figure 4.18. 

Within the error bars, the CHORUS data points agree with the E531 mea

surement, which is consistent with an enhanced fraction of Ac events at low 

energy. 
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Figure 4.18: Neutral-over-charged charm production. The hatched area corre
sponds to the E531 measurement. 

4.2.5 Charm quark mass 

Using the neutrino energy distribution of charm production per CC (Figure 4.15a), 

it is possible to compare the data with MICKEY MC calculations that in

clude slow rescaling (see Equation 2.8) while varying the charm quark mass 

parameter (mc). For every mc value a measure for the goodness of the fit (x2) 

can be calculated [5]. The resulting x2 distribution is shown in Figure 4.19. 

The x2 at the minimum is 9.4 with 5 degrees of freedom. At very low values 

Figure 4.19: x2 distribution as a function of the charm quark mass (see text). 
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(mc < 0.5 GeV) quark mass effects are suppressed in the MC. This is why the 

X2 distribution is fit by a parabola for 0.6 < mc < 3.0 GeV. The result is 

1.6 ± 0.8 GeV, (4.7) 

where the error is determined by the width of the x2 distribution one unit above 

the minimum. 

Comparison with results from o ther exper iments 

In Table 4.3 the above deduced mass parameter is compared with other mea

surements. The central value of our measurement is larger than the central 

values obtained by CCFR and NOMAD and less than those from CHARM II 

and the CHORUS calorimeter analysis. Within the error bars there is a good 

overall agreement with the other measurements. 

Experiment mc(GeV) Ref 
CHARM II 1.8 ±0.4 [791 

CCFR 1.3 ±0.2 [801 
NOMAD 1.3 ±0.4 [811 

CHORUS calo 2.1 ±0.9 [82] 
this analysis 1.6 ±0.8 

i • i 

C E 

i • 

• l o 

1 • I TH 

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 GeV 

Table 4.3: Comparison of the obtained charm quark mass with values from 
various neutrino experiments. 

4.2.6 Charm fragmentation 

The charmed particle momentum fraction of the maximum available momentum 

(z), often used as the main parameter to describe the fragmentation process, 

cannot be measured in the present case, since only charged decay products 

are observed (moreover with their momenta poorly measured). However, the 

positive muon from the decay can be identified and its momentum can be well 

measured. Since the momenta of parent and daughter particles in the decay are 

correlated, the measured value zß (see Equation 2.15) can be used to obtain the 

charmed particle z value. In the following an unfolding procedure is introduced 

and then applied to our data. 
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Unfolding p rocedure 

The problem of unfolding a measured (histogram) distribution H M to obtain 

the underlying true distribution HT can be expressed in general as A H M = HT, 

where A is the response (folding) matrix. In the present case the distribution 

(HM) for Zß should be converted into the one (HT) for z. 

Following the argumentation in [83] a regularization of the response matrix 

has to be performed. The response matrix can be written as A = USVT, where 

U and V are orthogonal matrices and where S is a diagonal matrix with non-

negative values. After this decomposition, the solution becomes 

H M = VS~lUT HT- The regularization of the solution is obtained by adding 

a term of the form ^/TCHM to the equation, where the matrix C is chosen such 

as to minimize the second derivative of the unfolded distribution and where the 

parameter T is the regularization parameter. A complete description of this 

method can be found in [83]. 

Ex t r ac t ion of the f ragmenta t ion p a r a m e t e r ep 

The response matrix A, necessary for the unfolding procedure has been extracted 

from MC simulations. Applying the unfolding method described above on the 

observed distribution for zß (Figure 4.13d) results in the distribution shown in 

Figure 4.20, which can be fit directly in a standard way by a parameterization 

for the fragmentation process. The solid curve in Figure 4.20 shows the best fit 

for the Peterson parameterization (Equation 2.13), with 

0.12 ±0.02 ±0.06. (4.8) 
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Figure 4.20: Unfolded 'true' z-distribution of charm events with a Peterson 
fragmentation model fit. 
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The first error is the statistical error and the second error is attributed to 

systematic uncertainties in the unfolding procedure estimated by varying the 

input distributions in the evaluation of the response matrix. 

Compar i son wi th resul ts from other exper iments 

In Table 4.4 the obtained result is compared with results from other neutrino 

experiments. While the results from CCFR and the CHORUS calorimeter anal

ysis are not compatible with the results of CHARM II and E531, our result 

agrees with all other measurements of tP within the error bars. 

Experiment ep Ref. 
CCFR 

CHARM II 
E531 

CHORUS calo 
this analysis 

0.20 ± 0.04 
0.072 ± 0.017 
0.076 ± 0.014 
0.28 ± 0.11 
0.12 ±0.06. 

[80] 
[84] 
[85] 
[82] 

CCFR 
CHARM II 

E531 
CHORUS calo 
this analysis 

0.20 ± 0.04 
0.072 ± 0.017 
0.076 ± 0.014 
0.28 ± 0.11 
0.12 ±0.06. 

[80] 
[84] 
[85] 
[82] 

CCFR 
CHARM II 

E531 
CHORUS calo 
this analysis 

0.20 ± 0.04 
0.072 ± 0.017 
0.076 ± 0.014 
0.28 ± 0.11 
0.12 ±0.06. 

[80] 
[84] 
[85] 
[82] 

, _ _ . „ CHORUS rain , 

CCFR 
CHARM II 

E531 
CHORUS calo 
this analysis 

0.20 ± 0.04 
0.072 ± 0.017 
0.076 ± 0.014 
0.28 ± 0.11 
0.12 ±0.06. 

[80] 
[84] 
[85] 
[82] 1— • _ — , 1 THIS ANALYSIS 

CCFR 
CHARM II 

E531 
CHORUS calo 
this analysis 

0.20 ± 0.04 
0.072 ± 0.017 
0.076 ± 0.014 
0.28 ± 0.11 
0.12 ±0.06. 

[80] 
[84] 
[85] 
[82] 

0 1 0 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 

Table 4.4: Comparison of the here obtained Peterson parameter (ep) with values 
from other neutrino experiments. 

4.2.7 Strange sea 

In deep inelastic scattering (DIS), the Bjorken-z value is a measure for the 

struck quark (longitudinal) momentum, where valence and sea quarks carry on 

average significantly different fractions of the nucléon momentum. In CC DIS 

charm production the interaction takes place either on a valence d quark or on 

a sea (s and d) quark. Following the CKM matrix, the c quark production on a 

s quark is Cabibbo-favoured whereas the production on a d quark is Cabibbo-

suppressed. 

Hence, because the Bjorken-x distribution is sensitive to the s and d quark 

component, we describe in this section two methods to extract the integrated 

strangeness component with respect to the d quark component. 

E531 parameterization 

To be able to compare our data with those of the other emulsion experiment 

E531, we follow their approach [85, 86, 87], where the valence d quark distribu

tion is parameterized as xd{x) oc 7^(1 - x)a and the sea quark distribution as 

xs{x) <x (1 - x)ß. Thus the total Bjorken-x quark distribution can be written 
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dN 

dx oc Nd V?d^x~{\ - x)a + NSVC
2
S(1 - xf 

x(l - x)a + ƒ ( ! - x) 
(4.9) 

with Ns and Nd as the fractional d quark and s quark normalizations and Vcd, 

Vcs the CKM matrix elements. The variable ƒ summarizes (Ns/Nd)(Vc
2JV2 ). 

The exponents are taken as Q = 3.5 ± 0.5 and ß = 7.0 ± 1.0 [85, 86, 87, 88, 89]. 

Figure 4.21: The corrected ('true') z-distribution (crosses) with fitted contribu
tions from d and s quarks. The solid line reflects the best fit to the data. Also 
shown are the fits assuming a strangeness contribution of 100% (dashed line) 
and 0% (dotted line). ; 

The best fit of Equation 4.9 to our data is shown in Figure 4.21 and com

pared with curves for the extreme cases where the s quark fraction is 0 % and 

100%. The best fit corresponds to 

ƒ = 0.27 ± 0.15 ±g;ï|, (4.10) 

where the first error is statistical and the second systematic. Using this value 
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for ƒ the sea quark component results in the integrated strangeness-down ratio 

s 
- 0.014 ± 0.007 to°]o- (4.11) 

In the systematic errors of ƒ and s/d the various contributions as summa

rized in Table 4.5 are added in quadrature. 

Varying the hadronic energy scale by 5% and the muon momentum scale 

by 2.5% results in systematic uncertainties in ARec reflected in a variation of 

the fit result A / . Systematic uncertainties in the reconstruction and scanning 

are evaluated by variations in the results for different scanning strategies. The 

dominant contribution in the systematic error results from the uncertainties in 

the exponents a and ß entering directly in the fit result. 

Source of systematic uncertainty +A/ - A / 
Hadronic energy scale (5%) 

Muon momentum scale (2.5%) 
Reconstruction & scanning 

Parameterization 

0.03 
0.06 
0.08 
0.34 

0.03 
0.05 
0.08 
0.16 

Table 4.5: Systematic uncertainties in the strangeness analysis using the E531 
parameterization. 

GRV94LO parameterization 

We can also interpret our strangeness data in terms of a parameterization for 

a QCD analysis of various data sets. For this purpose we choose the param

eterization of GRV94LO [75]. In this parameterization, the valence d quark 

distribution is written as 

xd(x, Q2) = Nxa(l + Axb +Bx + C:r3/2)(1 - x)D, 

and the strange sea parameterization is written as 

Sa 

(4.12) 

M ( X i Q2) = " (1 + AVÏ + Bx)(l - x)D • e ( - * + V ^ " » ( i / « ) ) ( 
(ln(l/x))a 

(4.13) 

where a, b, a, ß, N, A, B, C, D, E and E' are determined by a global fit to data, 

and where S is defined as 

5 = In 
/n(Q7(0.232 GeV)2) 

(4.14) 
m(j4 o / (0 .232 GeV)2) ' 

The distributions are evaluated at our < Q2 > = 12 GeV2 for ß2
LO = 0.232 

GeV2 [75]. 
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Fitting the GRV94LO parameterization to our data results in 

and thus 

ƒ = 0.47 ± 0.22 toll, 

3=o.o24 ± o.oii ±8-gg?. 
a 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

The systematic errors summarized in Table 4.6 are added in quadrature. 

The systematic errors have been derived in a similar way as for the E531 pa

rameterization, but no uncertainties in GRV94LO parameters are taken into 

account. 

Source of systematic uncertainty +Af -A f 
Hadronic energy scale (5%) 

Muon momentum scale (2.5%) 
Reconstruction & scanning 

+0.06 
+0.10 
+0.09 

-0.05 
-0.08 
-0.09 

Table 4.6: Systematic uncertainties in the strangeness analysis using the 
GRV94LO parameterization. 

Comparison with results from other experiments 

The E531 result s/d = 0.042 ± 0.033 is consistent with our result, based on 

the same method. 

To be able to compare with other measurements that used neutrino and 

antineutrino data to evaluate the strangeness contribution, we follow the argu

mentation in Reference [85]. Our result can be converted to an other parameter 

value 

Vs = ~ ^ - J , (4.17) 

u + a 

by assuming equal up and down quark content. The result can also be expressed 

in the parameter 
K = 3 * (4.18) 

u + a 

by using the total quark/antiquark ratio measured by CCFR q/q = 0.153 as in 

reference [90]. 

In Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 the various experimental results on r?s and K are 

listed. 

Within the error bars, our result generally agrees only with the E531 ex

periment that was based on similar assumptions. The central values that we 
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obtain for the strangeness parameter values are systematically below the other 

measurements. 

Experiment Vs Ref 
CDHS 0.061 ± 0.005 [79] 

CHARM II 0.068 ± 0.014 [84] 
CHARM 0.050 ± 0.015 [861 

CCFR 0.064 ± 0.015 [80] 
E531 0.042 ± 0.033 [85] 

NOMAD 0.071 ± 0.023 [81] 
this analysis 0.024 ± 0.014 

L T D CDHS 

r m i CHARM II 

I 1 CHARM 

i » i CCFR 

» 1 E531 

! « i NOMAD 

I * 3 THIS ANALYSIS 

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 

Table 4.7: Comparison of ?7S values from different experiments. 

Experiment K Ref 
CDHS 0.47 ± 0.09 |79| 

CHARM II 0.39 ± 0.10 [84] 
CHARM 0.39 ± 0.12 [86] 

CCFR 0.44 ± 0.11 [801 
E531 0.32 ± 0.25 [851 

NOMAD 0.48 ±0.19 [81] 
CHORUS calo 0.26 ± 0.11 [82] 
this analysis 0.17 ±0.11 

I » I CDHS 

I » I CHARM II 

i « i CHARM 

i • i CCFR 

• I E531 

< « iNOMAD 

CHORUS CALO 

THIS ANALYSIS 

0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 

Table 4.8: Comparison of K values from different experiments. 

4.2.8 Weak mixing Vcd 

Combining the measurements on Bc^ß | Vcd |
2 from CCFR [91] and CDHS [79] 

gives [17] 

0.50\ _ m - 3 Be-» | Vcd | 2 = (5.02^;&6
U

9) x 10 (4.19) 

The average muonic decay branching ratio (-BC->M) includes for every pro

ducible charmed particle type also the corresponding production fraction (ac-
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cording to Equation 2.17) 

(4.20) 

Our present CHORUS data set does not allow to determine the charged 

charm composition independently. Only the charged-over-neutral charm ratio 

is measured. This quantity can be incorporated in Equations 4.19 and 4.20 to 

extract Vcd-

Folding the E531 E„ dependent charged charm production fractions with 

the CHORUS neutrino beam spectrum results in contributions of (42 ± 10) % D+, 

(29 ± 21) % D+ and (29 ± 16) % A+ to the charged charmed hadron sample 

(see Section 2.2). 

The total charged-over-neutral charm production ratio QC as obtained in 

our analysis is 

gc = 0.90 ± 0.36. (4.21) 

From this result, the D° contribution to the overall sample can be obtained: 

PDo = — — = 0.53 ±0 .11 . (4.22) 
1 + Qc 

Using the branching ratios BD^ßX = (6.6±0.8)% [29], BD+^)lX = (17.2± 

1.9)%, BDt_>ßX = (5.0 ± 5.4)% [30] and B A +_^ X = (4.5 ± 1.7)% [31] (see 

Table 2.1) in Equation 4.20, yields a muonic branching ratio of 

Bc^ß = 0.082 ±0.015, (4.23) 

and in Equation 4.19 the CKM-element 

Vcd = 0.247 ±0.028. (4.24) 

Comparison with results from other experiments 

Our experimental value on VCd has been evaluated from direct measurements 

(including the charged charm production fractions from E531), identifying ex

plicitly the production and decay vertex. The direct measurement of Vcd from 

the E531 experiment yields Vcd = 0.232^;^g [17]. 

Our central value is like the E531 result (possibly due to the common 

use of the charged charm production fractions) slightly higher than the value 

Vcd = 0.221 ± 0.003 derived from the unitarity requirement of the CKM matrix, 

but within the error bars all obtained values are in agreement. 
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